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Summarization

Background
(Why summarize anyway?)



What is summarization?

“Text summarization is the process of 
distilling the most important information 
from a text to produce an abridged version 
for a particular task and user.”

(Jurafsky & Martin 2009, adapted from Mani and Maybury 1999)



Examples of real-world summaries

Plot summaries
Literature (Cliff’s / Spark / York Notes)
Film plot summaries (Wikipedia, IMDB, RT)

Scientific paper abstracts
Outlines
Newspaper headlines?
Titles?
5-Second Movies
Google search / news snippets

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL175318910A70299F


Example: Search snippets



Example: Summary of reviews

Combine multiple reviews 
into a single sentence 

(manually) 



Example: Plot Summary



How to summarize?

What is the source material?
Fiction? News? Technical?
Text? Audio? Video?

What should the output look like?
1 sentence? 3 sentences? 10? …
Bulleted list? Flowing prose?

Who is the intended audience?
What do they already know?

What is the intended purpose?
Guide people towards more info?
Eliminate need to read the full document?

There is no universal method for summarization



Why Summarize?

Summaries take up less time
Help users to quickly decide what content 
to investigate further
May replace the need to read the original

Summaries take up less space
Good for mobile devices
Many summaries can be on-screen at once



History of Automatic 
Summarization

Goes way back:
Luhn (1958) extractive summarization using term frequency
Rath (1961) evaluation of auto- vs human extracts
Edmundson (1969) sentence weights, scientific paper extracts

Early 2000s: news, multi-document summarization
DUC (2001-2006) shared datasets, evaluation
Columbia Newsblaster (2002)

2010s: speech/video, academic articles, 
biomedical…



Recent $ummarization Products

Wavii	  

App to provide 
topic-based 
summaries (e.g. of 
people, sports teams, 
places)

Bought by Google 
for $30m in 2013

Summly	  

App to summarize 
news stories to display 
better on smartphones

Bought by Yahoo! For 
$30m in 2013, making 
its creator a 
millionaire at age 15



Summarization

How to Summarize
(the basic method)



Extractive vs Abstractive

Extrac0ve	  summariza)on	  (→	  extracts)	  
Build a summary by selecting phrases or 
sentences from the text
This is how most automatic systems work

Abstrac0ve	  summariza)on	  (→	  abstracts)	  
Create a summary with novel wording that 
captures the main ideas of the document
This is usually how humans produce summaries
Very challenging to do automatically



Extractive Summarization

Summary is formed by extracting snippets of 
text from the complete document.
Basic method:

1. Assign a significance weight to each sentence in the 
document.

2. Select the k most-significant sentences to form a 
summary.



Abstractive Summarization

Summary is formed by abstracting the main 
ideas from the original document
Basic method:

1. Convert the text to a semantic (meaning) 
representation

2. Select components that belong in the summary
3. Generate a natural-language summary from the 

selected semantic content



Basic Extractive Summarization

General extractive summarization method 
(Jurafsky & Martin 2009):
1. Content	  Selec0on  

(choose	  a	  subset	  of	  sentences	  from	  document)	  
2. Informa0on	  Ordering 

(default:	  use	  order	  they	  appear	  in	  document)	  
3. Sentence	  Realiza0on 

(default:	  use	  sentences	  as	  found)



Example

http://www.irishexaminer.com/
breakingnews/sport/ireland-defeated-in-
world-cup-quarter-final-against-
argentina-701283.html

http://www.irishexaminer.com/breakingnews/sport/ireland-defeated-in-world-cup-quarter-final-against-argentina-701283.html
http://www.irishexaminer.com/breakingnews/sport/ireland-defeated-in-world-cup-quarter-final-against-argentina-701283.html


Example



Example

Natural  
3-sentence 
summary



Lots of free summarizers

http://www.summarizethis.com/

http://textcompactor.com/

http://autosummarizer.com/

http://smmry.com/

https://www.tools4noobs.com/summarize/

http://www.summarizethis.com/
http://www.summarizethis.com/
http://textcompactor.com/
http://textcompactor.com/
http://textcompactor.com/
http://autosummarizer.com/
http://autosummarizer.com/
http://autosummarizer.com/
http://smmry.com/
http://smmry.com/
https://www.tools4noobs.com/summarize/
https://www.tools4noobs.com/summarize/


summarizethis.com



autosummarizer.com



freesummarizer.com



tools4noobs.com



smmry.com



Baseline: First-k Sentences

Choose the first k sentences of the document to 
serve as the summary

Very simple, but hard to beat, especially for 
very short summaries (e.g. headlines)

Most news articles are written in the “inverted 
pyramid” structure: the most important pieces of 
information are given first.

Alternative baseline: choose k random sentences



Sentence Scoring

Extractive summarization generally involves
1. scoring sentences 
2. choosing sentences with high scores

There are multiple ways to calculate these 
scores.



Word-Weight Methods

1. Assign each word a weight based on how “salient” it is
2. Score each sentence by summing its constituent words’ weights
3. Choose the highest-scored sentences

• Bag-of-words: sentence weight is sum of word 
weights

• Weights can be calculated in different ways 
(frequency, tf-idf, likelihood ratio, …)

• This can be viewed as finding sentences that are 
closest to an imaginary “centroid” sentence



SumBasic

SumBasic – count the number of “frequent” 
words in the sentence S

p(w) = relative frequency of word w in the 
document.



TF-IDF

Same idea, but use TF-IDF instead of simple 
frequency.



Recall: Log-Likelihood Ratio

LLR is minus 2  
times log  of lambda

Lambda is the likelihood 
of null hypothesis (H0)
over alternative (H1)

L is computed relative to 
the binomial distribution

         

           

LLR



Topic Words (LLR)
1. Calculate log-likelihood ratio λ of all words in document.

• (Is this word significantly more likely to appear in this document  as 
opposed to a reference corpus of documents?)

2. Identify “topic words” as terms with a minimum λ score.

Unlike other metrics, the weights are binary (1 or 0)
These types of features tend to outperform frequency features on certain 
tasks (e.g. multi-document news summarization)



Frequency Example

Argentina piled on World Cup misery on Ireland once again by 
reaching the last four of the competition with a 43-20 victory in 
Cardiff this afternoon.

Ireland’s record of never having reached the semi-final of a 
World Cup continued as Argentina scored four tries through 
Juan Imhoff (2), Matias Moroni and Joaquin Tuculet.

Ireland battled back from a first-quarter deficit of 17-0 with 
tries from Luke Fitzgerald and Jordi Murphy making it a three-
point game at one stage, but the Pumas powered away in the 
closing stages to repeat their 1999 and 2007 World Cup victories 
over the Irish.

Ireland were featuring in their sixth World Cup quarter-final 
having not won any of the previous five while Argentina were 
chasing a second semi-final after making the last four in 2007.

Argentina had not beaten Ireland since a pool game in that 
tournament, with the men in green winning the five matches 
between the two countries since.

….

Input Document

1. Tokenize text
2. Lowercase
3. Remove stop words
4. Count token frequencies



Frequency Example

Argentina piled on World Cup misery on Ireland once again by 
reaching the last four of the competition with a 43-20 victory in 
Cardiff this afternoon.

Ireland’s record of never having reached the semi-final of a 
World Cup continued as Argentina scored four tries through 
Juan Imhoff (2), Matias Moroni and Joaquin Tuculet.

Ireland battled back from a first-quarter deficit of 17-0 with 
tries from Luke Fitzgerald and Jordi Murphy making it a three-
point game at one stage, but the Pumas powered away in the 
closing stages to repeat their 1999 and 2007 World Cup victories 
over the Irish.

Ireland were featuring in their sixth World Cup quarter-final 
having not won any of the previous five while Argentina were 
chasing a second semi-final after making the last four in 2007.

Argentina had not beaten Ireland since a pool game in that 
tournament, with the men in green winning the five matches 
between the two countries since.

….

Input Document term frequency
ireland 17

argentina 16
sanchez 10

game 7
ball 6
final 6

penalty 6
madigan 6
fitzgerald 5

half 5
four 4
try 4

making 4
imhoff 4
irish 4

pumas 4
cup 4

world 4



Frequency Example

Argentina piled on World Cup misery on Ireland once again by 
reaching the last four of the competition with a 43-20 victory in 
Cardiff this afternoon.

Ireland’s record of never having reached the semi-final of a 
World Cup continued as Argentina scored four tries through 
Juan Imhoff (2), Matias Moroni and Joaquin Tuculet.

Ireland battled back from a first-quarter deficit of 17-0 with 
tries from Luke Fitzgerald and Jordi Murphy making it a three-
point game at one stage, but the Pumas powered away in the 
closing stages to repeat their 1999 and 2007 World Cup victories 
over the Irish.

Ireland were featuring in their sixth World Cup quarter-final 
having not won any of the previous five while Argentina were 
chasing a second semi-final after making the last four in 2007.

Argentina had not beaten Ireland since a pool game in that 
tournament, with the men in green winning the five matches 
between the two countries since.

….

Input Document

1. Split document into 
sentences

2. Each sentence is a list of 
tokens



Frequency Example

Argentina piled on World Cup misery on Ireland once again by 
reaching the last four of the competition with a 43-20 victory in 
Cardiff this afternoon.

Ireland’s record of never having reached the semi-final of a 
World Cup continued as Argentina scored four tries through 
Juan Imhoff (2), Matias Moroni and Joaquin Tuculet.

Ireland battled back from a first-quarter deficit of 17-0 with 
tries from Luke Fitzgerald and Jordi Murphy making it a three-
point game at one stage, but the Pumas powered away in the 
closing stages to repeat their 1999 and 2007 World Cup victories 
over the Irish.

Ireland were featuring in their sixth World Cup quarter-final 
having not won any of the previous five while Argentina were 
chasing a second semi-final after making the last four in 2007.

Argentina had not beaten Ireland since a pool game in that 
tournament, with the men in green winning the five matches 
between the two countries since.

….

Input Document
0: argentina piled on world cup misery on 
ireland once again by reaching the last 
four of the competition with a 43 - 20 
victory in cardiff this afternoon .

1: ireland ’ s record of never having 
reached the semi - final of a world cup 
continued as argentina scored four tries 
through juan imhoff ( 2 ), matias moroni 
and joaquin tuculet .

2: ireland battled back from a first - 
quarter deficit of 17 - 0 with tries from 
luke fitzgerald and jordi murphy making it 
a three - point game at one stage , but 
the pumas powered away in the closing 
stages to repeat their 1999 and 2007 world 
cup victories over the irish .

…



Frequency Example

Calculating score of sentence 1
Word Freq

argentina 16
piled 1

on 0
world 4
cup 4

misery 1
on 0

ireland 17

once 0
again 0

by 0

reaching 1
the 0
last 2

four 4
of 0
the 0

competition 1
with 0

a 0

43 0
- 0

20 0

victory 1

argentina piled on world cup misery on 
ireland once again by reaching the last 
four of the competition with a 43 - 20 
victory in cardiff this afternoon .

Score = 16 + 1 + 0 + 4 + 4 + …
Score = 55



Frequency Example

Score each sentence:
Score Index Tokens

55 0 argentina piled on world cup misery on ireland once again by reaching the last f

78 1 ireland ’ s record of never having reached the semi - final of a world cup conti

83 2 ireland battled back from a first - quarter deficit of 17 - 0 with tries from lu

78 3 ireland were featuring in their sixth world cup quarter - final having not won a

56 4 argentina had not beaten ireland since a pool game in that tournament , with the

64 5 ireland started as favourites but the absence of injured trio sexton , o ’ conne

36 6 and they started in spectacular fashion with a third - minute try as full - back

59 7 the ball went quickly through the hands of nicolas sanchez , juan martin fernand

43 8 ireland were shell - shocked but worse was to come after 10 minutes when another

46 9 it was touch and go whether wing juan imhoff would reach the ball in time to gro

75 10 ireland ’ s injury curse struck again when tommy bowe left the field on a cart a



Frequency Example

Sort by score:
Score Index Tokens

83 2 ireland battled back from a first - quarter deficit of 17 - 0 with tries from lu

78 1 ireland ’ s record of never having reached the semi - final of a world cup conti

78 3 ireland were featuring in their sixth world cup quarter - final having not won a

75 10 ireland ’ s injury curse struck again when tommy bowe left the field on a cart a

75 14 ireland were belatedly finding some rhythm and madigan ’ s penalty hit the post 

72 21 ireland were applying pressure at the scrum as the contest headed towards its fi

66 28 the outside - half took his final total to 23 with his fourth conversion and fif

66 22 but argentina ’ s momentum was slowed by the sin - binning of prop ramiro herrer

64 12 sanchez struck the post with another long - range attempt and ireland made the m

64 5 ireland started as favourites but the absence of injured trio sexton , o ’ conne

64 11 however , argentina restored their 17 - point advantage when ireland flanker hen



Frequency Example

Generate a summary by choosing the top-k sentences:
Ireland battled back from a first-quarter deficit of 17-0 with tries 
from Luke Fitzgerald and Jordi Murphy making it a three-point 
game at one stage, but the Pumas powered away in the closing 
stages to repeat their 1999 and 2007 World Cup victories over the 
Irish.
Ireland’s record of never having reached the semi-final of a 
World Cup continued as Argentina scored four tries through 
Juan Imhoff (2), Matias Moroni and Joaquin Tuculet.
Ireland were featuring in their sixth World Cup quarter-final 
having not won any of the previous five while Argentina were 
chasing a second semi-final after making the last four in 2007.



Live Code Example

Let’s see this example in more detail.

(switch to iPython Notebook)



Graph Methods

Intuition: graph-based concept of importance
Google PageRank: websites with lots of 
inbound links are important
Social networks: people with lots of 
connections are important
Summarization: sentences with high 
centrality are important



Graph-based Methods

1. Calculate a distance/similarity score between each pair of 
sentences.

2. Score each sentence based on its “centrality”  
(how well-connected it is to other sentences)

3. Choose the highest-scored sentences

LexRank  (Erkan and Radev 2004) 
Each sentence is a node in a graph
Edges are similarity between sentences (e.g. cosine 
similarity)



LexRank
Calculate similarity between pairs of sentences

Construct a graph and find the most central nodes

Multi-document input



Supervised Classification

1. Create a labeled data set
each sentence in a document is either  
(1) in the summary or (0) not in the summary

2. Train a binary classifier
Use any features: weights, position in doc, specific terms
Naive Bayes, SVM, decision trees…

3. Select the (1)-labeled sentences

Sentence extraction can be viewed as binary 
classification



Supervised Classification Methods

PRO: Can use a variety of features 

CON: Getting labeled data is hard

CON: Binary classification may be too strict
Want to control how many sentences end 
up in summary
(better to try ranking or regression, e.g.)



Summarization

Evaluation



Evaluation Options

1. Compare candidate summary to one or more 
known good summaries as reference.

2. Directly assess the quality of the summary.

3. Indirectly measure the quality of the summary by 
using it in a related task.

• Evaluation is hard.
• Perceived quality depends on context and audience.
• Different wording may convey the same information.



Evaluation of Summaries

Manual evaluation
Costly (time and effort) to compute
Can provide deeper analysis, and are closer to the 
actual objective (producing summaries that are 
good for humans)

Automatic evaluation (e.g. ROUGE)
Easy to compute, and (in theory) compare across 
systems
Typically only capture shallow (e.g. n-gram) 
information



Pyramid Evaluation

Compare the semantic content of a candidate 
summary to a set of reference summaries.

(Harnly 2005)

1. Identify equivalent semantic content units (SCUs)
2. Count how many reference summaries contain each unit
3. Score candidate summary by adding the counts of its SCUs

• The counts have a “Pyramid” shape:
• Small number of very-frequent units (the peak)
• Large number of infrequent units (the base)

• The optimal summary contains the very-frequent units



SCU Examples

Semantic Content Units (SCUs) are spans of text which 
express the same idea with possibly different wording.
SCUs are manually identified and aligned across 
summaries for evaluation.

1. The cause of the Sept. 2, 1998 crash has not been determined.
2. Investigators of a Swissair crash that killed 229 people off the coast of Nova 

Scotia searched for clues as to a cause but refrained from naming one.
3. The specific cause of the tragedy was never determined, but suspicions are 

that an electrical short caused a fire.
4. Wreckage showed evidence of high heat and heat damaged wiring above the 

cockpit area but investigators remain unsure of its cause.

(example from Harnly et al. 2005)



Pyramid Evaluation

Each SCU gets a weight wSCU equal to the number of 
reference summaries that SCU appears in. 
The weight of a summary S is the sum weight of the 
SCUs in the summary.
The score of S	  is the ratio of its weight to the optimal 
weight of a summary S* with an equal number of 
SCUs.



Linguistic Quality Assessment
• Intuition: A good summary should be well-written 

and easy to read.
• Manually evaluate summaries on a five-point scale
• May be automated (Pitler et al. 2010)
• Mimics human overall	  ranking of summarization systems

(1) Very Poor (2) Poor (3) Barely Acceptable (4) Good (5) Very Good

• Gramma0cality:	  no	  errors	  that	  make	  text	  hard	  to	  read	  
• Non-‐redundancy:	  no	  unnecessary	  repe))on	  of	  facts,	  names	  
• Referen0al	  clarity:	  easy	  to	  iden)fy	  who	  pronouns	  refer	  to,	  etc.	  
• Focus:	  only	  contain	  related	  informa)on	  
• Structure	  and	  Coherence:	  not	  just	  a	  heap	  of	  related	  informa)on

http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/duc/duc2006/quality-questions.txt

http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/duc/duc2006/quality-questions.txt
http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projects/duc/duc2006/quality-questions.txt


Intrinsic v Extrinsic Evaluation

Intrinsic	  evalua)on:	  measure	  the	  summary	  
quality	  directly.	  E.g.	  

ROUGE, Pyramid method, quality assessment	  

Extrinsic	  evalua)on:	  measure	  how	  the	  summary	  
affects	  performance	  on	  a	  different	  task.	  	  E.g.	  

question answering / reading comprehension
relevance assessment



Reading Comprehension

1. Ask people to read either a) the summary or b) the full text
2. Same people answer questions based on the content of the full text
3. Compare the results of group (a) and group (b) to see how well the 

summary captures the information of the full text

Example from  
Gorinski and Lapata (2015)



Automatic Evaluation: ROUGE

Measure which components (e.g. n-grams) of the 
candidate summary appear in (any of) the reference 
summaries (recall-based)
ROUGE-2 is good for single-document summaries
ROUGE-1 better for short summaries (e.g. headlines)



Problems with ROUGE

Reliance on n-grams penalizes non-identical 
semantically equivalent units (e.g. synonyms).
Many different flavors and parameters of ROUGE 
make it hard to compare across systems / papers.
Modern systems often achieve similar ROUGE 
scores despite producing very different types of 
summaries (Hong 2014).



Summarization

Extensions and 
Improvements

(more ways to summarize)



Basic Extractive Summarization

General extractive summarization method:
1. Content	  Selec0on  

(choose	  a	  subset	  of	  sentences	  from	  document)	  
2. Informa0on	  Ordering 

(default:	  use	  order	  they	  appear	  in	  document)	  
3. Sentence	  Realiza0on 

(default:	  use	  sentences	  as	  found)



Multi-Document Summarization

Generate a summary for a cluster of related 
documents (e.g. news articles on the same story)

Examples: search results, news clusters
Ordering of sentences is more of a challenge 
than single-document clustering
Need to avoid repeating the same information



Query-based summarization

Can use extractive methods, increasing the weight of 
query terms
Example: Google search results



Maximal Marginal Relevance

Maximal relevance: 
choose the sentence that contributes the most 
information about the document.

Maximal Marginal	  Relevance: 
choose the sentence that contributes the most 
information about the text not	  already	  contained	  
in	  the	  summary.  (Carbonell et al. 1998)



Theme Clustering

Want to avoid selecting redundant sentences
Especially for multi-document clustering

1. Cluster sentences based on similarity into themes
2. Identify significant themes (ones containing most sentences)
3. Extract a representative sentence from each theme. 



Information Ordering

How to order the sentences in an extractive 
summary?

1. Use ordering found in document (default)
Works well due to inherent document structure
Harder to use for multi-document summary

2. Order sentences based on chronological ordering 
of events 

3. Order sentences based on weights / metric



Sentence Realization

Extractive summaries can be a bit “choppy”. Steps can 
be taken to clean up the output:

Sentence simplification
Use syntactic structure to identify bits to cut out

Coreference resolution
Clean up instances of “he”, “there” etc.

Sentence combination
Merge multiple sentences into one



Parse Tree Pruning

Dorr et al 2003. Hedge	  Trimmer	  	  
Generate headline-like summaries by trimming sentences	  

1. parse sentence
2. prune parse tree according to various rules.



Combining Multiple Sentences
Fillippova 2010:

1. combine sentences into a directed graph
2. find optimal path



Learning headline templates
Alfonseca et al. 2013. HEADY

1. Parse headlines from a news cluster
2. Identify named entities
3. Infer headline templates



Abstractive Summarization
Liu et al. (2015)

1. Parse sentences to AMR 
(Abstract Meaning 
Representation)

2. Transform AMR graphs into a 
single summary graph

3. Generate English summary 
from the summary AMR 
graph

Challenges:
Each step (1-3) is noisy
No AMR text-generation 
system currently exists

poss
location

name

ARG1ARG0ARG0 ARG1

poss ARG0-of

ARG1

see-01

dogi

“Joe”

name

person run-02

chase-01

dog cat

Sentence A:  I saw Joe’s dog, which was running in the garden.
Sentence B:  The dog was chasing a cat.

garden

name

op1

location

Summary:  Joe’s dog was chasing a cat in the garden.

dog

chase-01

garden cat

ARG0

“Joe”

name

person

op1

1

3

2

Figure 1: A toy example. Sentences are parsed into indi-
vidual AMR graphs in step 1; step 2 conducts graph trans-
formation that produces a single summary AMR graph;
text is generated from the summary graph in step 3.

graph expansion step, where additional edges are
added to create a fully dense graph on the sentence-
level. These steps result in a single connected source
graph. A subset of the nodes and arcs from the
source graph are then selected for inclusion in the
summary graph. Ideally this is a condensed repre-
sentation of the most salient semantic content from
the source.

We briefly review AMR and JAMR (§2), then
present the dataset used in this paper (§3). The main
algorithm is presented in §4, and we discuss our sim-
ple generation step in §5. Our experiments (§6) mea-
sure the intrinsic quality of the graph transformation
algorithm as well as the quality of the terms selected
for the summary (using ROUGE-1). We explore
variations on the transformation and the learning al-
gorithm, and show oracle upper bounds of various
kinds.

2 Background: Abstract Meaning
Representation and JAMR

AMR provides a whole-sentence semantic repre-
sentation, represented as a rooted, directed, acyclic
graph (Fig. 1). Nodes of an AMR graph are labeled
with concepts, and edges are labeled with relations.

Concepts can be English words (“dog”), PropBank
event predicates (“chase-01,” “run-02”), or special
keywords (“person”). For example, “chase-01” rep-
resents a PropBank roleset that corresponds to the
first sense of “chase”. According to Banarescu et al.
(2013), AMR uses approximately 100 relations. The
rolesets and core semantic relations (e.g., ARG0 to
ARG5) are adopted from the PropBank annotations
in OntoNotes (Hovy et al., 2006). Other semantic re-
lations include “location,” “mode,” “name,” “time,”
and “topic.” The AMR guidelines2 provide more
detailed descriptions. Banarescu et al. (2013) de-
scribe AMR Bank, a 20,341-sentence corpus anno-
tated with AMR by experts.

Step 1 of our framework converts input document
sentences into AMR graphs. We use a statistical se-
mantic parser, JAMR (Flanigan et al., 2014), which
was trained on AMR Bank. JAMR’s current perfor-
mance on our test dataset is 63% F -score.3 We will
analyze the effect of AMR parsing errors by com-
paring JAMR output with gold-standard annotations
of input sentences in the experiments (§6).

In addition to predicting AMR graphs for each
sentence, JAMR provides alignments between spans
of words in the source sentence and fragments of
its predicted graph. For example, a graph fragment
headed by “date-entity” could be aligned to the to-
kens “April 8, 2002.” We use these alignments in
our simple text generation module (step 3; §5).

3 Dataset

To build and evaluate our framework, we require
a dataset that includes inputs and summaries, each
with gold-standard AMR annotations.4 This allows
us to use a statistical model for step 2 (graph summa-
rization) and to separate its errors from those in step
1 (AMR parsing), which is important in determining
whether this approach is worth further investment.

Fortunately, the “proxy report” section of the
AMR Bank (Knight et al., 2014) suits our needs. A

2
http://www.isi.edu/

˜

ulf/amr/help/

amr-guidelines.pdf

3AMR parse quality is evaluated using smatch (Cai and
Knight, 2013), which measures the accuracy of concept and re-
lation predictions. JAMR was trained on the in-domain training
portion of LDC2014T12 for our experiments.

4Traditional multi-document summarization datasets, such
as the ones used in DUC and TAC competitions, do not have
gold-standard AMR annotations.
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Movie Script Summarization

Gorinski and Lapata. 2015
Extract scenes from a movie script to produce 
a summary for film executives to read

Extract chains of scenes 
using various criteria
Evaluate using reading 
comprehension 
measures



Recent Trends in Summarization

New domains for summarization:
Academic literature

View citations as summaries
Automatic creation of literature reviews

Microblogs / twitter
Video summarization

Challenges for current systems (Nenkova?):
How to generate “smooth” flowing text?
Summarization of speech (and video)



Fun Applications

Many of the web summarization tools aren’t 
that interesting.

(You could probably build one just as good 
yourself after this lecture)

Fun stuff happens when people take existing 
(boring) technology and apply it in a new 
(interesting) way.



AutoTLDR Bot

www.reddit.com/user/
autotldr

Technology via 
smmry.com API

Produces 3-sentence  
(3-paragraph?) summaries 
of articles posted to 
Reddit.

Saves you a click

https://www.reddit.com/user/autotldr
https://www.reddit.com/user/autotldr
https://www.reddit.com/user/autotldr
http://smmry.com


AutoSummarize

By Jason Huff
jason-huff.com/projects/
autosummarize/
Art project using MS Word 
2008’s AutoSummarize 
feature
Compresses works into ten 
sentences
Illustrates limitations of 
relevance approach

http://jason-huff.com/projects/autosummarize/


Summarization Recap:

Three-step method:
1. Content Selection
2. Information 

Ordering
3. Sentence 

Realization
Frequency method
Graph method

Extractive v Abstractive
Generic v user-based
Single-doc vs Multi-doc
LLR (for topic words)
MMR
ROUGE
SCUs
Pyramid method


